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Abstract 
Most universities in our environment switched to e-learning education methods during the first wave of 
the Covid-19 outbreak. The administration at our institution first decided to completely switch all the 
lectures from in-person, face-to-face physical lectures to online-based e-learning methods, mainly 
asynchronous learning, based on students access to available "offline" documents - presentations and 
textbooks prepared by the teachers, extended with the student obligation to perform and upload 
homework. A few weeks later, the decision was changed and the teachers had to offer synchronous e-
learning for our students, basically including the online lectures performed as defined in the official 
lecture schedule. In other words, all the lectures were to be performed online in the usual time schedule, 
using available network tools and equipment.  

In order to offer additional value for the students not being able to participate in real-time, allowing them 
to watch the lecture asynchronously on-demand, a video recording of the videoconference/lecture could 
be simply uploaded and made available to students. However, some limitations of the videoconferencing 
platform lead us to the adapted approach presented. The procedure used is completely described in 
this paper - the synchronous e-learning is based on Google Meet videoconferencing software (official 
institution e-mail is based on Gmail, as part of GSuite package), while the rest of the approach includes 
the concurrent usage of the open-source video editing software called OBS Studio and uploading video 
lectures to YouTube. The lectures we applied this approach to included computer networks and skill-
based web app development. In addition to lectures, introductory parts of computer labs for those 
lectures were realized using the same approach. The intention was to avoid (possibly unauthorized due 
to some student-related data or interaction being visible) direct usage of videoconferencing software 
recordings on one side, but also to decrease the lecturer's time consumption on another side (additional 
or recurrent recordings just to offer asynchronous lectures video). Some drawbacks of the proposed 
approach are also discussed in the paper, as well as possible improvements that would allow the lecturer 
to be more efficient when producing that kind of material. It must be stated that our approach performs 
well when taking presentation based (+ virtual whiteboard + lecturer video clip) lectures, while its usage 
for more interactive or real whiteboard-based lectures is limited or partially possible. 

Keywords: synchronous, asynchronous, e-learning, Covid-19, videoconferencing, recording, OBS 
Studio, YouTube. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The worldwide Covid-19 lockdown in the first half of 2020. lead to extreme and fast adaptation of the 
whole society, including huge changes in education processes in most countries. Most universities in 
our environment switched to online-based e-learning. During the lockdown, our university officials 
decided, based on national authority recommendations, that academic year 2019/2020 shall continue 
with online education, with exception of some practical STEM labs that could not be performed any other 
way than in-person (with additional epidemics related precautions). While initial ideas during the start of 
lockdown mainly included asynchronous learning – meaning, students using available documents and 
presentations, to study and learn on their own, as soon as it became clear that lockdown and e-learning 
phase could extend to an unknown period, it was decided that teachers had to offer synchronous e-
learning methods. Since most of the educational staff was not completely familiar with available tools 
and methods that could be used in that kind of e-learning approach, we started exploring the possibilities 
and “experimenting”. Basically, there was no unified approach – each educator got the complete 
autonomy to choose among available tools and organize e-learning as required. In the first few weeks 
there were lots of questions and it was unclear how should we respond to the requirements set, but we 
all adapted to the new situation. In this paper one of the possible approaches is described, allowing 
additional benefits to both the lecturers and students – in addition to performing real-time, synchronous 
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lectures, we were able to use, completely or partially, the concurrent recordings to prepare and publish 
offline video materials for asynchronous learning. In addition to a basic idea, all the tools used are 
described, emphasizing low- or no-cost solutions. The whole idea was to reduce the total time required 
to perform the lectures (both synchronous and asynchronous), to be able to publish the materials for 
public use (not limited to the students) while keeping the student and other private data secure and 
invisible to the public. As it seems, at the time of writing this paper, the academic year 2020/2021 shall 
be partially covered with the same e-learning methods, so that the proposed approach will be used in 
the future too. Some adaptations and improvements of the proposal may be introduced, based on 
experiences partially presented in this paper.     

2 E-LEARNING TOOLS AND SOFTWARE UTILITIES 
The lockdown, as it appears now, hugely influenced and accelerated the development of video-
conferencing related software industry. There are many reports of a huge increase in the number of 
users and number of video-conferences performed. It is not our goal to analyze available tools and their 
market share – instead, we will just mention a few solutions that were used or tried in the initial 
adaptation period. After that, we decided to stick to a single solution, using Google Meet as a video/web-
conferencing tool for a live e-learning stream. This paper relates to the lessons offered by the author 
during the lockdown – it includes the following courses: Web programming (lectures and labs), Computer 
Networks (lectures and labs) and C/C++ programming labs. 

The goal of this paper is to show how synchronous e-learning sessions (real-time video-conference with 
attending audience) can be used to prepare and publish asynchronous e-learning materials (available 
online on-demand). By that, our experience showed that simple uploading or streaming video materials 
recorded by video-conferencing tools may not be the best solution – not only does it usually decrease 
the video quality of the main recording, but it “automagically” adds camera recordings of active attendees 
which may lead to some practical privacy issues. As it will be described in section 3, we suggest 
concurrent recording of the event on-site (at local computer or premises, in addition to standard 
conferencing tool recording), with video quality that can be customized and the ability to perform 
postproduction and basic interventions prior publication of the video learning materials. This section 
gives an overview of the e-learning and software tools we used. It is worth mentioning that all suggested 
software solutions used in process of video-recording, editing and finally publicizing are free to use, 
mostly being available as open-source.  

2.1 E-learning management system 
Our university uses an online learning management system (LMS) called Merlin [1] – it is a Croatian 
national higher-education virtual e-learning environment. Essentially, it is a customized LMS solution 
based on the open-source e-learning system Moodle [2]. It also integrates conferencing subsystem 
(webinars [3]) based on commercial licenses of Adobe Connect [4]. Mostly, for the courses mentioned 
earlier, real-time face-to-face lectures and labs prior to the lockdown were supported using Merlin for 
offering documentation and lecture materials to the students (read-only presentations with notes 
published in PDF format, textbook instructions for the labs). In some cases, additional tools integrated 
into Merlin/Moodle, such as homework upload, test/quiz short exams, were used too. 

Being used to our LMS environment, with the start of the lockdown we extended its usage allowing 
simple communication with students (chat rooms, in addition to standard e-mail communication) during 
a predefined time schedule. When the university administration decided that synchronous real-time e-
learning is obligatory, we had to adapt to that requirement. Being time constrained we started 
experimenting with Merlin integrated webinars [3] as a solution for offering synchronous video-
conferencing to our students. A few labs were done using that tool successfully (based on Adobe 
Connect, that solution offers features like desktop sharing, integrated whiteboard and presentation 
subsystem etc.). However, due to its commercial licensing and a limited number of licenses (nationwide), 
it was not possible to a-priori guarantee its availability. That is essentially why we decided to check with 
other available video-conferencing solutions that could be applied. 

Finally, Merlin was kept as our LMS – in addition to publishing lecture and lab materials (as usual and 
as being done before lockdown), it is used to time-schedule and inform students with all course-related 
news. It was also used to share video-streaming materials for asynchronous e-learning (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. Merlin [1] course user-interface example, as visible to the students 

2.2 Video-conferencing software 
As mentioned in the previous subsection, Merlin webinars, based on Adobe Connect were used for 
initial tests, but, due to the licensing issues it was decided to check for other solutions. At the time of 
lockdown and changes in our learning process, the two most mentioned solutions for video-conferencing 
were Google Meet [5] and Zoom [6]. Other tools like Cisco WebEx, Microsoft Teams or others were not 
analyzed and checked. Initial requirements we had included simple real-time video conferencing with 
the ability to share computer screen (showing, for example, the current presentation or any other 
required document or tool) and the ability to communicate with the attendees/students. Both solutions 
offer that by default. Of course, it was clear that the ability to store the complete video-recording of the 
conference is also very important. Related to the computer lab sessions, it would be very handy to allow 
students to share their screens or even give the ability to the professor to take remote control over a 
student’s computer, desktop or a limited number of windows.  

     
Figure 2. Meet conferences integration with Google Calendar. Meet homepage example 

At our university, all teacher and student accounts were transferred from our local servers to GSuite 
educational licenses back in 2014. That brought a Google “ecosystem” as a natural choice and 
somehow directed us toward Meet as our chosen video-conferencing solution. Available licenses allow 
us to host Meet conferences for up to 250 attendees, with no duration limits. When using Google 
Calendar, the Meet conferences are integrated allowing a better time-schedule (Fig. 2). However, it has 
to be stated that, a previously mentioned, quite important feature such as remote control of the attending 
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computer (or conferencing host, professor’s computer) is not supported by Meet. That most certainly 
decreased a level of interaction with the students during online labs and could be considered as the 
main drawback. Some of the teachers decided to license Zoom on their own (free licenses did not allow 
conferences longer than 40 minutes), mostly because of the remote-control feature. 

Each Meet video-conference can be recorded – the recording shall be stored on Google Drive of the 
user being conference host (teacher). After the conference, the teacher is informed via an e-mail about 
the recording and can view and/or download the recording as an MP4 video file. The video properties 
may vary, currently 24 or 30 fps (frame-per-second) recording with resolution 1280x720 is used, using 
an H.264 video codec (as determined by VLC Media Player [7]). The Meet recording of a usual online 
lecture “stream” (real-time conference) includes active shared window/desktop and camera capture of 
the active attendee. Example in Fig. 3 shows a recording (total resolution of the recording is 1280x720, 
the main part of the recording includes a stretched hosted screen, while the right part shows the active 
attendee, the author of the paper in this case). 

 
Figure 3. Standard Meet conference recording (active desktop + active attendee) 

The default Meet recording could be basically used for asynchronous e-learning – the recording can be 
published (using an open link to teachers Google Drive, or uploading files to LMS) or streamed (using 
YouTube or other similar services), with or without additional editing such as cutting-out attendee 
camera recording. We most certainly encourage the conference host to record the conference using 
integrated Meet features (for internal documentation, and backup scenario in cases of some issues with 
local recordings), but, as we will describe, we try to avoid the approach of using that recording for 
asynchronous learning materials whenever possible (for different reasons, mainly due to the decreased 
video quality and possible attendee related privacy issues). There were a few cases where automated 
recording most certainly helped – equipment malfunction and software-related crashes during local 
recording may (and did!) appear and without Meet cloud recording the whole lecture would be lost. 

2.3 Video-recording and publication tools 
As said, our approach suggests local recording of the lectures given via real-time video-conferencing 
software. Even though that may seem redundant at the time, please check the section 3 for the details. 
In order to record a video that may include classic video inputs (webcam or other sources) but also allow 
us to record high-quality video of the computer screen or window (where we use to present some kind 
of data), a proper video-recording software has to be selected. Among different tools available, based 
on different discussion boards and reviews, we came across a really complex and feature-rich tool called 
OBS Studio - Open Broadcaster Software ® [8]. Not to mention that it is a completely free, open-source 
solution! It allows us to record different kinds of videos, it is extensible by freely available plugins, 
including different effects. 
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Videos recorded may differ in quality and length. Certain processing power is required to produce the 
recordings – the higher the quality, more processing and more disk space may be required. Additionally, 
modern video and audio codecs allow us to decrease disk space requirements while keeping the video 
quality high. However, the more complex codec requires more processing power and it is usually not 
able to perform the encoding in real-time. That is why we shall choose (or allow the software such as 
OBS Studio to suggest or automatically choose) simple encoding mechanisms when recording the 
videos, in order to accomplish real-time high-quality recording. Afterwards, we may apply another codec 
to recode (decode the original an encode using a new codec, slower and unable to work in real-time, 
but with characteristics worth this “postprocessing”). The tool we chose for that part of the job was 
HandBrake [9]. As stated on the official homepage, it is a free, open-source video transcoder. It allows 
us to import the video we recorded, in our example using OBS, and to transcode it to other video formats 
and codecs. Our standard approach was to use OBS to make a recording using fast Windows Media 
Video (WMV) video codecs (resulting in 1-2 gigabyte files for standard video lectures of around one 
hour). With HandBrake we transcoded initial videos using the H.264 codec – decreasing the size of 
video files extremely (few hundred megabytes) without noticeable quality changes.  

The last part of the video related production is making the video available to the students or the public. 
The teacher may decide whether the lectures should be available to a limited group of students (which 
is usually simply implemented in LMS) or to all interested parties (public). Of course, the recorded 
lessons including internal teacher-student communication or any other private data should not be made 
publicly available without the consent of involved students. There are two distinct ways for publication 
of video materials: making video files downloadable for offline viewing (e.g. simple HTTP or FTP upload 
to LMS) or making the videos streamable (e.g. uploading to YouTube or converting to streamable video-
formats and providing custom online streaming solution). The approach we suggest is mostly based on 
uploading video lectures to YouTube channel (Fig. 4), using the YouTube Studio web application [9].  

   
Figure 4. YouTube Studio web application. YouTube channel homepage 

Related to YouTube Studio, it is possible to add interactive elements to the streamed video – those may 
be some thumbnails of other videos, short messages or links to other materials or playlists. This can be 
handy and useful for the students learning asynchronously – a certain flow of the lessons can be 
suggested with interactive elements. 

2.4 Video-editing software 
When producing and recording video lessons, based on video-conferencing software or local 
recordings, there may be a case where additional post-recording is required. Sometimes it may be just 
about cutting off parts of the video (for instance, some recorded interruptions appearing during the 
recorded session), sometimes adding frames with headings, changing some parts of recording (blurring 
faces, inserting effects), merging few shorter recordings etc. Basic video editing capabilities are often 
included in the operating system (for example, Microsoft Video Editor on Windows) and it may be just 
enough to cover our needs. However, for more complex and “unusual” editing, more professional tools 
should be used. The tool we used is called ShotCut [10] – it is an open-source, multi-platform video 
editing software. While producing all the materials, in most cases we managed to successfully finalize 
video lessons without additional editing – there were only a few cases we had to use the editor.      
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2.5 Additional tools and hardware 
Since it was decided that online education shall be used for the whole semester, even though lockdown 
finished, we were trying to find small things that could improve online lessons. The courses relating to 
this paper were not extensively using a classical whiteboard, all the materials used were basically 
presentations with textual and partial graphical content. We could argue many e-learning related issues, 
but probably most of us shall find using standard old-fashion chalk and blackboard or whiteboard 
beneficiary. So, what we tried was to find an alternative for whiteboard during online presentations. First 
of all, using a mouse or pad for any precise whiteboard emulation is not useful. An alternative could be 
using touchscreen devices (notebooks or tablets) and software capabilities integrated in most 
presentation tools such as Microsoft Powerpoint.  Also, there are Windows Ink compatible devices 
available on the market – from low-cost “graphic tablets” to professional writing tablets and pen devices 
(usually highly-priced). We used a low-cost tablet Genius I405X graphical tablet – it is far from a 
professional device, but it fulfilled basic needs – it can be expected that more professional devices would 
perform better, but we haven’t the ability to check it, yet. Another approach we used in some lectures 
was to use integrated touch-screen on the Lenovo Yoga 2 Pro device. It was more responsive than the 
graphic tablet, but also less precise – with the tablet, after some adaptation period, we were able to draw 
and write smaller characters with more precision than when using fingers and a touch-screen. 

 
Figure 5. Yoga 2 Pro touch-screen with OpenBoard + Genius I405X low-cost graphic tablet  

As expected, in order to use handwriting, additional software tools are needed – Windows 10 operating 
system integrated Windows Ink Whiteboard and additional screen capture tool. Also, Microsoft 
Powerpoint includes handwriting support and allows direct writing and recording of the handwritten 
content. Fig. 5 shows “Hello ICERI” message handwritten on Yoga 2 Pro using the touch-screen and 
OpenBoard software [11]. It was our first choice for whiteboard software in the beginning, but after a 
while we started using Microsoft Whiteboard and become a fan of it! Fig. 6 shows Microsoft Whiteboard 
in action – presentation slides can be easily imported; huge workspace can be defined covering all of 
them and allowing, among others, simple zoom-in and zoom-out during live lectures!  
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Figure 6. Microsoft Whiteboard with imported presentation slides and Genius I405X handwriting  

3 METHODOLOGY 
When performing synchronous, real-time online lectures, there is no alternative to video-conferencing – 
in addition to simple multimedia presentation of certain content, it allows the attendees to connect and 
communicate with the host interactively. That may be considered an equivalent of classic, face-to-face 
lectures. But, additional value to e-learning can be given if lessons are available not only in real-time as 
scheduled but also on-demand for those not being able to participate. Usage of video-conference 
recordings provided by used conferencing tools, such as Meet, should be considered with caution, since 
there could be video quality issues (lower video quality than expected) as well as privacy issues due to 
recordings containing some attendee data or webcam images.  

Again, not all segments of video-conference may be required (or wanted) for on-demand materials – 
depending on the lecture plan and actual performance during the live recording, the educator may 
choose to publish the recordings partially. For example, some student comments and lesson unrelated 
topics communicated during the real-time lecture may be skipped and cut-out. That involves additional 
video editing using tools suggested in subsection 2.4. Editing interventions can be avoided or minimized 
with proper preparations and video-conference organization. One approach could be initial 
communication with students at the start of video-conference, followed by (priory announced) the regular 
teacher’s “one-way” presentation and Q&A at the end of the conference (with or without final 
conclusions). Depending on the importance and quality of Q&A two-way communication, it can be 
decided whether to include it in final on-demand video materials or not (also, privacy issues may be 
addressed here – is there an allowance to publish student questions and similar). Also, some interesting 
Q&A’s could be written down and published as additional textbook materials on LMS. 

The approach we successfully used is depicted schematically in Fig. 7. It consists of three stages: 

- preparation and planning stage, 
- conference and recording stage, 
- postproduction and publication stage. 

The stages, with emphasis on the conference and recording sessions, are depicted in a timely manner 
– preparation and publication stages are grayed. At T0, the Meet conference begins and finishes at T1. 
Integrated recording of the conference is started at R0 and continues until R1. Our proposed approach 
includes obligatory local recording at the teacher’s computer (using OBS Studio in our case, or any 
software with similar capabilities) – it starts at S0 and finishes at S1. The recorded video from S0 to S1 
represents the output of the recording stage and can be often published without additional editing, just 
after transcoding and file compression. The most important thing related to local recording is proper 
preparation of OBS Studio scenes and proper control during the recording process (the simplest 
approach which may suffice is to simply define a scene that records desktop and adds a small webcam 
widget – more experienced teachers could use additional control mechanism to enable or disable 
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webcam at a certain point, activate another scene showing second camera input for presenting real 
whiteboard or show their actions from another viewpoint or similar).   

 
Figure 7. Process timeline – stages and remarks 

The preparation stage involves making lecture plans and preparing all the materials. Even though lecture 
materials could be identified as the most important part of the process, during the preparation stage 
special care has to be taken around technical details and preparations of local recording in OBS Studio 
– it is out of the scope of this paper to explain the principles of OBS Studio, but it must be stressed that 
software setup and scene plan is of the utmost importance for recording process and production of on-
demand, asynchronous e-learning materials. The software may look complicated at first, but general 
setup and settings can be reused in all recordings. Shortly, the teacher should be a director of planned 
recording – luckily, OBS Studio offers great features and capabilities to direct and control video 
recording. 

The publication stage may include additional editing of the video. Finally, the video should be transcoded 
(using HandBreak, in our approach) and published afterwards. As already mentioned in 2.3, the video 
can be streamed (as in our approach, using YouTube Studio to upload and stream at the author’s e-
learning channel [11]) or uploaded to LMS. 

Our idea was to invite (via LMS) all the students to connect to a Meet conference at a scheduled time. 
The initial period (from T0 to R0), which is usually not recorded, is used to wait for attendees to properly 
connect and prepare for the lesson. Also, it can include a kind of unofficial communication. If required, 
the teacher can process administration tasks (checklist of the attended students, official announcements 
etc.) and it would be recommended (not obligatory) to start internal (Meet) conference recording prior to 
that point. After that, the teacher hosting the conference starts with an introductory speech, explaining 
the idea and presenting the previously prepared lecture plan. Basically, after fulfilling administrative 
tasks and informing the students, a short period is allowed for students to ask questions (Q&A-1 in Fig. 
7), if any. That is the moment (S0 in Fig. 7) when OBS local recording should begin. The teacher starts 
sharing his desktop with attending students – based on the plan and visual requirements for recording, 
it could start with a lecture title screen and start with the lecture. When the lesson finishes, students 
have the ability to ask questions – Q&A-2 on Fig. 7 – this part of the lecture should not be (in our opinion) 
included in local OBS recording, but interesting questions can be written and answered in additional 
materials or processed as part of the next lessons.  

Again, please note that the proposed approach includes two concurrent recording sessions – while Meet 
recording can be used internally to track some recorded data (+textual chat during the lecture), the most 
important is OBS local recording – it represents the video material that is to be published for on-demand 
usage (asynchronous e-learning). Also, please keep in mind that the proposed approach allows for a 
“one-man show”, meaning the whole process can be accomplished without any additional technical or 
production assistance. 
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4 RESULTS 
As mentioned in section 2, during the lockdown three courses were covered with the suggested e-
learning approach: Web programming (lectures and labs, with 40 enrolled), Computer Networks 
(lectures and labs, 27 students) and C/C++ programming labs (81 students enrolled). There were a total 
of 28 video lessons produced, the total duration of the recordings is more than 24 hours. However, the 
YouTube analytics have shown that asynchronous materials were viewed only around 1200 times (with 
the total of just 124 hours of viewed materials). It is not completely unexpected since most of the students 
did attend real-time synchronous conferences, but expectations were higher. 

It is worth mentioning that there were only 2 out of 28 recordings that had to be additionally edited. All 
other videos were successfully recorded (S0-S1 periods in Fig. 7), transcoded and published. Additional 
editing was required once because of the recording software failure – actually full quality recording failed 
so that we had to use lower quality Meet recording, cut unnecessary content and trim the video to contain 
only lecture content without webcam recordings. Another strange case appeared when local recording 
did not include audio – with a little more effort, we managed to use ShotCut editor and successfully 
synchronize the audio channel of Meet recording and merge it with the high quality local video.    

Resulting videos differ from course to course, but usually include initial title frames (as described in 
section 3), a presentation with the teacher’s voice and a small webcam recording showing the teacher’s 
face (Fig. 8). The most important thing to understand is that the webcam recording in asynchronous 
materials does not appear in real-time synchronous stream (or Meet recordings) – it is an OBS Studio 
feature to insert certain video input to the recorded video, but not showing it on the host screen being 
used to present the lesson content. The webcam thumbnail was usually positioned at the edges of the 
presentation screen. In some recordings it was temporary hidden (using OBS Studio control shortcuts 
during the recording). Also, filter and add-on features were used in order to (sometimes) hide the 
teacher’s webcam background. 

  
Figure 8. Final video recordings – title frame with small transparent webcam, whiteboard frame  

4.1 Drawbacks and possible improvements 
It must be stated that the proposed approach limits the teacher’s productivity and interactivity with the 
students – since we consider any student appearance (audio or video) in the asynchronous materials 
as a privacy issue, that is something that has to be considered when looking for a proper approach. In 
the case where recorded materials are not made publicly available, but instead offered in limited access 
environment of the LMS, that kind of privacy issues may not be so significant. 

Initial recordings and presentations did not include any additional teacher actions (only webcam stream 
and voice explaining presented material, using only mouse cursor during presentations). With time, we 
started using whiteboard software and touch-screen or graphical tablet (section 2.5) – students 
responded positive to those changes.  

One more remark should be taken into account – the proposed approach was applied to the lessons 
that are presentation based in standard face-to-face lecturing, too. Applying it to different kinds of 
classes (e.g. physics, mathematics), where whiteboard dominates, might be a problem. We have not 
tested our approach for recordings and streaming of additional camera tracking teacher’s activity on a 
real whiteboard. In our opinion, based on our experience with OBS Studio, it could be done using an 
external camera, but it would most probably require extended preparation and more postproduction 
processing. For that kind of production, we cannot state for sure that it can be done flawlessly as a “one-
man show”.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
When the Covid-19 lockdown started, the education process was highly impacted and many adaptations 
had to be done in the short-term. Often with almost no experience in e-learning, the teachers had to 
embrace new techniques when preparing and performing their courses. Based on the administrative 
and educational requirements and best-practices, it was not enough to switch to e-learning by simply 
using existing and available documents, offering them to the students and expecting them to process it 
successfully. In this paper we described an approach used at our institution – we offered complete 
synchronous e-learning experience – all the lectures were held in real-time, based on standard time-
schedule, with students attending video-conferences. In order to provide even better terms, in addition 
to synchronous e-learning, we recorded all the lessons and offered them online as an important part of 
asynchronous e-learning. In addition to standard presentation and textbook materials, our students now 
have the ability to check recorded video lessons on-demand. This paper was used to introduce some 
specifics we decided to use in the process of producing and publishing video materials for asynchronous 
e-learning. It covers all the stages of the process, explaining the details and presenting the results 
obtained during the lockdown and summer semester of the academic year 2019/2020. By that, it may 
represent a valuable contribution and open some questions relating possible improvements for future 
use. 
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